Florida Atlantic University
Student Government Association
Boca Raton House of Representatives
5th Legislative Session
April 22nd 2011
Call to order 3:38pm

ROLL CALL:
Absent: Alincy, Arsolino, Becker, Gorry, McCoy, Ortiz, Robinson, and Sosa

Boris: Just to announce there were two resignations and one person had too many points so we are at 34 now, then for quorum we need 18.

APPROVALS:
* Motion to approve the 18th of April Minutes by Montes; seconded by Rudnick; no objections
* Motion to approve the 22nd of April agenda by Tepper; seconded by Rudnick; no objections

SPECIAL ORDER SPEECHES:
Dumas: I just want to say thank you to Capata for being the de-stressor liaison. She did a great job. She was very organized, very efficient, so let's give her a round of applause.

Tepper: I met with Student Health Advisory Committee, they had their e-board elections at their last meeting and some of you expressed interest. So, I have a sign-up sheet if you want your name and e-mail they are in desperate need because they did not fill all of their officer positions and they need to for the fall semester.

* Point of Order: Shane: Not allowed to wear hats in the meeting.

Dunne: I just want to thank guys for giving me the opportunity to express my opinions during house meetings and committee meetings.

Wu: Today at 7pm ASU is having their second annual banquet in live Oak C and D and no Sokki bombs and also last night was the SOAR banquet and I would like to thank COSO and all of those who made things possible, like Alicia Keating. It was a great banquet and if you didn't make it, you missed out, missed out on Tepper dancing.

Boris: I am going to pass this out. I want everyone to take a very good look at it.

Grider: Can you run that by the speaker. I will allow it.

Boris: I want you guys to look at this form. This is explaining the current state of our budget. If you look at the top you will see the start at $193,000 and then it lists all the bills that went through some of them have been processed some of them have not and there are three that we are still waiting for the purchase, when all of those go through we will have $97,000 in the account. Today is the last meeting of the semester. We need to pass the bills or vote on them today. Remember there is a deadline on purchasing. If we pass all of the bills today we will have 20,000 left in the account. So again this is to let you guys know what the figures are. So take a look at that and keep that in mind today when we are debating and talking.

OPEN FORUM:

Burdman: Good afternoon. I am here to discuss continuing tradition BRHB-11-20 the Owl Book Bill. We pass this every year. And it is tradition that the Boca house pays for the owl book. Most of you or at least when you were a freshman here at your orientation you should have received the owl book. It is a tradition book and it covers all of the departments on campus. If you have any questions I will take them. The current bill is $23,995 it is a little bit more expensive because of ink paper etc., because we are planning on printing 2,000 more this year because we ran out last year also for another option to have a thicker paper for $26,900. If you want to amend the bill and feel like spending you have that option too.

Questions:
Dumas: Do you know if this is the last year the Boca house will be funding the Owl Book?

Burdman: Yes, this is the last year because it is funded University wide as of next year. So it is the last it will come through the house.

Massetti: Is there going to be a picture of the members of the house?

Burdman: Yes and I was going to take a picture.

Dumas: The thicker stock paper, is that the same a quality that the owl book was last year?

Burdman: No last years is a thin paper. The thicker paper is an art type of paper. A little heavier like it would be in a novel.

Boris: I would like to recognize the Vice President.

Konnecky: I will run up to my office to grab a few Owl Books so everybody can see the difference and what they're all about. Are you aware?

Burdman: I am now aware.

Josh: President of SEEDS: I am with SEEDS, we work with the preserve. It is a big preserve, if you don't know it is just north of the stadium, we are trying to build the nature trail and corporate that into an outdoor classroom and some of these pictures have some of the benches on them. We want to get real classes out to the preserve to help with their work. We have had math classes and they use calculus that really applied to their field. We are looking to create a bill for the trail. It will probably cost between $10,000 or $15,000 for the entire cost of the benches and we should be submitting that, I think it, June 1st we are submitted that.

Boris: The next meeting is June 3rd.

Massetti: Are the red dots where the benches would be placed?

Josh: No, the red dots are Gopher tortoises (homes) on that preserve. You can see them from the trail.

Dumas: Are you referring to the El Rio trail?

Josh: No. It is right next to the airport.

Brown: I just want to give you an update. Jill agreed that half of summer one and half of two a meal plan won't be required, but summer three it will be required. And next year UVA will be open. If you look at the amount of bills you passed you really put in some work.

Questions: None

Mike Cacooza: I work full time for the student union. Someone asked me "what can we do in the student union to provide better services?" So, I put some things together. There is a spread sheet for a lot of things. The first is a pool table. I put together an estimate, in addition you will see in the packet a renovation of the legislative workroom, to put some new workstations. We don't have the money to pay for some of the signage. Also we need a new directory. A Coyote Jack's sign and Wall lettering so if you have any questions. Also a coffee station.

Questions: None

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Boris: Before the president gives his report, I would like to get my payback. It was Ayden's 21st birthdays let's sing him a happy birthday.

Mayer: The SOAR banquet was last night, I don't know if you were there, but I saw Ella Tepper dance in a thong. It was a dress ensemble for the ballroom club. Great job and those for programming. All of the people from COSO and the Gov.'s Cabinet was a great event. Josh, who spoke to you earlier won the
student leader of the year. He did a great job with the trail and the preserve this year. Guil Massetti and his club won best student organization. Going back to nature trail I just wanted to say that it is on the north end of campus, it is a preserve. And we are one of the only universities in the state that doesn't have a nature trail. The El Rio Trail belongs to Boca, so we aren't allowed to touch it. It is very vital to have this trail on campus. It connects us back with our heritage and our vital part, the environment. Support the student Bill. It is vital that we help preserve the land, otherwise it just gets torn down and trashed. It would be pretty ironic to build overland that we originally get our name from. We had our BOT meeting on the 20th and the traffic and parking fee was approved to be a $12 increase. We are building a parking garage in that little section to left of the Stadium. It will be at 2000 car garage instead of a 1000, which we have now. It will help with the enrollment and the problems with parking. The Athletic fee was not on the BOT agenda meeting. Other than that, I fully support all is the legislation on the docket especially the Out Reach Program from the last time and the owl book. The house built this and it is going to be on the University budget after this year. It is a great book to get students affiliated with the University and I think it is very important to pass this because it is a tool for them to learn how to engage with the University, otherwise they won't know where to go. We started this and I think that it will definitely be very important especially as we get bigger freshman classes. We are doing a feasibility study along with renovations in the Union. The reason why it's so vital is because every student at FAU regardless of which campus they attend comes through our Boca Raton student union and compare ours with others in the state and I know, Varela can talk about it, it is this something that you need. Every student from convocation, graduation, and orientation, every student in FAU walks this union. It is the student's facility and I really think we need to renovate it. Mike was saying they are doing a $200,000 renovation to the server. Most of the budget was spent on this project and the rest is also fixing things in the union. We need to make the union nice for the students, if they have more services and the quality of the union is better, I think the students will walk.

**Motion to extend the speakers time by 5 minutes; seconded by Rudnick:** no objections

Maher: I made it here even though VP Evan tried not to last night. I do think all legislation is vital that we pass now because I don't want to see these projects hit a brick wall and at their ongoing projects and they have great support from across University and community. I would like to take the time to thank Sen. Mike Brown who attends almost every house meeting and he's written great legislation and is very proactive. I like to thank Gov. Gentry who is serving out her term in this her and Evan's last house meeting that she and VP it is been awesome working with you guys for the past year. I will miss you in the office. With that being said I would like to digress in thank you guys for being one of the most active houses since I've been here and 2007. When I was here it would be hard to get 16 people to sit through this meeting. You guys are all leaders, Massetti, Capata. Not in a bad way, but Capata is like a Nazi. It is about getting going above and beyond and this meeting is more important and I want to say that I really enjoyed talking with you guys about the issues that face FAU and what is going on. I love what I do and I hope that you guys love serving the students. Thank you for your service this year. I get paid for this, but you guys are the ones that come and volunteer your time. From student leaders from the UP to Josh thank you for what you do. You are the reason why FAU is a better University now and remember that you guys's function is to promote more leaders. So try to make sure the seats of Student government are filled when you leave. With that being said I will stop of all mushy stuff and thanks again. Go Owls!

Questions: None

**VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT:**

Konecky: I write his speeches that is why I have nothing ever to say up here because I put it in his speeches. My last meeting will be on May 2nd so if you want any bills or resolutions to be passed e-mail them to me by the 28th or 29th of April, so I can get on the agenda. Today I did a student media advisor interview. I was with several others. It was great. We will have another lunch meeting with someone else next and hopefully we'll get someone for that position soon. I want to thank you guys especially those that I've gotten to know on a personal level. And thank you guys for remaining supportive of me coming from just a regular student to someone in student government. Each and every one of you guys are great, for FAU and for your own leadership.

Question: None

**GOVERNORS REPORT:**

Gentry: I want to thank everyone for helping with Stress Week, I have seen almost every single person. And I want to give a special thanks to Rebecca Capata, without her help and organization I would've gone crazy. And I also want to give a special thanks to Chief Justice Scalicke because he has taken a lot of time to help out with stress week. I completely agree with the president on all the legislation today if they have the money use it, we don't want it to go into a slush account. And I will wish the best of luck to the President-elect and the Gov. elect E-Banks.

Questions: None

**CHIEF JUSTICE REPORT:**

Scalice: As most of you know there is no current case pending for the court. So we will not be doing anything case related. And I think that is always the difficulty with the judicial branch is to find something to do that is productive in the time between petitions and appeals. So we are organizing a legislation that we have in the office from years past and we are also organizing and making sure the system we have for legislation since the court is the official keeper of all the records of student government and make it to be an accessible format over the summer we are hoping to digitalize it with some help with from other individuals in the student government office so those are the type of things the court is working on. Also we are in the process of scheduling a time to meet over the summer because as you may remember from one of our recent cases we decided that it was important for the court to meet to review the documents of any University wide stuff 100, 600, 300 so we will be meeting over the summer, the meeting will be held in an open format and I'll be announcing the date later. It will be open to all students to either add input but it will be especially a time for court to find loopholes in the governing documents and offering suggestions the Senate and the house in some instances they need to fix. So we have stronger governing documents and less typos and holes. Also associate justice Coicou is now an official member of the judicial branch thanks to the house for approving him. That is what the court is up to currently.

Questions: None

*Point of Order: Shane: P please try not to be texting.

**PROGRAM REPORTS:**

Robert Huffman: COSO Director: We just had our SOAR banquet, it was an awesome event, it was good to see us recognize all of the clubs and organizations and congrats to the people that are in that room who won something and we are going to buy two trophy cases. We are in the process of buying those two trophy cases. We just made the final decision for the royal palm as well as 16 lockers. And we had an advisory workshop and there were things from finance and re-registration to help them make their club better and we are also in the process of revising policies so that we can see, such as requesting funds. Right now it is kind of messy and vague and it will help our club do better and be better. I know you guys put a lot of time into this and I look forward to working with you guys.

Questions: None

Owens: Chief of Staff: Now that stress week is finally over. I know tricks and tips of the trade and they can have experience from this. I have spent years of my life here at FAU and I was accepted into the UF's College of Law and I wanted to thank you guys for making this an incredible experience. Although I have learned an incredible amount in class, I feel I have learned more from SG than all of my classes

Questions: None
ADVISOR’S REPORT:
Bishara: So I have sent you all reminders about the banquet so RSVP please. Also we need SG event pictures. Please send to me if you have some. Shane says we can start at 4 for setup, unless Shane has a bigger idea for this. I would like to ask you to save the date for the SG installation on May 12th. Our space is to be decided still and I just ask that you check your email because there are a lot of people coming on campus to be interviewed. I would like to recognize Mathew Owens, he has been dedicated, with lots of hard work. I would also like to recognize Konecky, he did a great job this year. Gentry we will miss you. Who else is graduating? Massetti, Berichi. I know all of you can do it. Abby will be back next week, but Jose will be out.

Wu: Are you aware I would like to RSVP?

Bishara: I am aware now.

Dumas: Are you aware that the new reps did not get it because they are not on the list?

Bishara: I am sorry. You are invited.

Boris: Decorum there is no open bar I checked.

Wu: Is this the banquet with the Pina Coladas?

Bishara: No

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Grider: COC: we met today if you move to strike all of the appeals. If you have missed a lot of meetings is you have missed enough to be kick out you would be here.

Questions:
Dunne: I am going to make it to the committees in Summer?

Grider: Is that for class? Just fill out an appeal form.

-POP: BERICHI at 4:18PM

-POP: CAPATA at 4:19PM

Gordon: What happens during the summer?

Boris: I was going to talk about that in my report. In essence nothing changes.

-POP: Guimares at 4:19PM


Ways and Means: Massetti: I would just like to thank everyone for a good 2 and ½ years. We had our committee meeting at 1:30PM, we talked about BRHR-11-19 and 11-20 and the Owl Book bill the same as every year and I forgot the name of the other one the crap or the crop one. For the owl book we have amendment that says “this is the last year that we pay for it.” And my recommendation is Ella Tepper to replace me as Ways and Means Chair. I am done.

Questions: None

Wu: BRHB-11-19 campus action feels we should pass it as is. And we would like to pass 11-20 with the amendments.

Questions: None

*Motion to admit all members by Grider; seconded by Tepper at 4:22PM [Guimares entered]

HOUSE FORUM:
Boris: The two pieces of old business I support as well as I think we should pass it today and I also support the crop program, I think it is beneficial and it just makes sense to pass it. The dare to be prepared is an event for graduates, that event is really interesting. It is helping graduates with resumes and how to make your facebook profile private and I think with the money we have left we should do it. Their department has to pay to reserve rooms. The new bill is to thank those of you who this is your last year I want to thank you for your services and dedication. At the last minute I went in and added chief of staff Owens to the bill, but since I am also dong the first therefore be it resolved we need to add Mathew Owens and that is good because then his name will be under lined and the union, I am here to answer your questions about that.

*Motion to extend the speakers time by 5 minutes by Wu; seconded by Rudnick; Objection by Montes to make it 3 minutes [Wu accepts]

Boris: So the breakdown budget we did scratch out some of them and I think it was a little less necessary. I just want to see if we can revisit that, if anyone else in SG will want we are getting more computer stuff for the workroom and who didn’t notice. Some of these are not 100 percent accurate it is going to say office of fraternity and sorority life. And the club house. We wanted to get a nice directory like a mall directory. The pool table I think is a great idea. I think in one of the focus groups people were talking about the ping pong. A lot of stuff is green in the union and it doesn’t really make sense because we are blue and red, but when you go to the gym they are up to par I think the union should be too. And yes I told them if we want to put labels that the Boca Raton house funded, I think that is a good way of leaving our mark.

Questions:
Massetti: The dare to prepared bill we are asking for $1,500 to rent the rooms. If you are an organization we shouldn’t have to pay to rent out the room.

Boris: The only way I knew about this things was when they came to talk to me and I said sure. I don’t know why they didn’t go that route. I think that it is nice they actually wanted to have an event, not why or if. This is not a GSA event it is a career development center event.

Lupo: BRHB-11-19; I was looking at the line item of stuff and found that we are funding for high schools’ to go on field trips.

Boris: yes, but it is beyond that. Crop is a program within the university there are students and volunteers that are student here. They are asking for certain supplies. However it is true that some of the events they are doing are for high schools’. I think it is perfect fine to see if this money is going to student s and is benefiting the university and the typical argument that people make is I think, the only reason why I would sponsor is because of the huge amount of money we have.

*Motion to extend the questioning time by 3 minutes by Rudnick; seconded by Tepper; Objection by Dunne to change it to 5 minutes [accepted by Rudnick]

-POP: Phillips at 4:31PM

-POP: Dunne at 4:32PM

*Motion to admit all members by Varela; seconded by at 4:32PM [Capata and Berichi entered]

Boris: I do not have a document that says that forty people participated.

Dumas: Going back to what representative Massetti said about BRHR-11-22, are you aware that festival of nations was also charged by the student union?

Boris: I know that that happened and then I would hope that the career center would do that but they did not do that. This is not a GSA even this is a career development center event.

Dumas: I agree with you.

Wu: Is there any way we can unlock that door?

*Motion to admit all members by Montes; seconded by Tepper at 4:35PM [Dunne entered]
VETOED BUSINESS: None
TABLED BUSINESS: None
OLD BUSINESS:
BRHB-11-19 “Supporting the College Reach-Out Program”
*Motion to approve by Massetti; seconded by Rudnick; Objection by Lupo [pro-con]
Lupo: I feel you can understand by my questions and Boris admitted to it that we are giving money to other students what is to stop other high schools from asking for money?
Massetti: I believe you are misinformed, there is other ways for a lot of FAU students to volunteer there is a lot of other benefits.
Lupo: I was in the committee meeting last week and none of this was spoken about and everyone was against it.
^POI: Dumas: Any discussion of the bill last committee anything that was discussed during the meeting was not official. We are not able to vote on anything until now.
Boris: There was a meeting 2 weeks ago, in which we lost quorum and that is why it was not at the committee meeting.
Dumas: I went to every committee meeting and none of these concerns were voiced. The crop program, it is under FAU, it is on the second floor of the breezeway. Instead of doing service learning these students that are in the program, the majority of them do come back.
Berichi: So our money is going directly to a high school?
Boris: We are not giving a check to a high school student. The field trips that are being conducted, the training is going to the students enrolled in the program. We are not going to give a bunch of random money to people the entire bill is in there with the break down. The high school thing is not the only part of the bill.
Anastasi: Is the $10,000 going to any FAU student. Can they go without volunteering?
Varela: My pro for approving this is allowing FAU students that are a part of this program you have to join it or participate in this and this program to not have bundles, they want the people that is what is going to if anyone is worried it is letting them volunteer
^POI: Massetti: This program is open to every FAU student?
Boris: Yes
Anastasi: are we going to spend $10,000?
Boris: I think before you should look at the budget.
Dumas: to point out the CROP program is open to all FAU students and when I volunteered I have had professors their and if you read the 200’s A&S fees this is going to an FAU account. This is not going to a high school.
Anastasi: are the students going to FAU on their college tour?
Boris: Not all of this money is going to be strictly advertising FAU.
Colicou: They actually do come to FAU and around Thanksgiving they pair them up with FAU students, so they can see how it is done.
Lupo: I like that they come to FAU, but what I have a problem with is going to the everglades national park.
Massetti: we don’t tell them how to run their programs. If we give them money it is to their program.
Lupo: what bothers me is not the fact that go to places it is that it is High schoolers’
^Point of Order: Gentry: You can only speak twice.
*Motion to close the floor by Massetti; seconded by Rudnick
Boris: yes is to vote on the bill and a vote of no is to not vote on the bill.
Roll Call Vote: 24 Yes to 1 No
Boris: Motion passes so now we are going to vote to pass. A vote of yes is to pass BRHB-11-19 and a vote of not is to not pass BRHB-11-19.
Roll Call Vote: 21y and 4 no
BRB1120: “Continuing Tradition-Building Awareness and Pride”
*Motion to amend by Varela; retracted motion
*Motion to amend by Massetti after Owl Book just add the words “for the last time.”; seconded by Tepper
*Motion to Add to the title add “FAU” by Massetti; seconded by Tepper
*Motion to amend by Dumas to add an “s” after student; seconded by Massetti
*Motion to approve by Massetti; seconded by Wu; No objections
Roll Call Vote:
25 Yes and 0 No
NEW BUSINESS:
BRHB-11-21: “Let’s Renovate our Student Union”
^POI: Capata: We are only going to have 8 desks in the legislative workroom?
^POI: How many computers did we buy? 10?
Boris: Yes. I could be expanded.
Cacooz: It could easily be expanded
*Motion to have the secretary read the bill out loud by Massetti; seconded by Dumas
*Motion to approve by Wu; seconded by Tepper;
^POI: Capata if we buy this now can we include more
Boris: Yes
*Massetti friendly amendment to add my name as a sponsor as well as many others [Wu accepts]
*Friendly amendment by Montes to add “Raton” instead of Boca House; [Wu accepts]
**Friendly amendment they don’t have the right account?
Boris: I was given this.
*Friendly amendment by Dumas: 5th whereas on page 1 strike at. Last whereas on first page put as after well and before another. 2nd page 1st whereas clause add “,” before “and coyote jacks”. Also strike “very often used but it old” and add “used frequently and needs to be replaced.” And last whereas strike “,” before “and new chair.” 1st therefore be it resolved clause change purchasing to purchase. And last therefore be it further resolved, strike out campus and make it university wide. [Wu accepts]
Boris: We are going to vote a vote of yes is to approve BRHB-11-21 and a vote of no is to not approve BRHB-11-21.
Roll call vote: 25 Yes and 0 No
Brhb1122: “Dare to be prepared”
*Motion to have the parliamentarian read the bill aloud by Massetti; seconded by Smatrakeleva.

[Blouin read BRHB-11-22]
*Motion to amend second whereas to capitalize prepared to remain consistent by Wu; seconded by Rudnick
*Motion to approve by Massetti; Capata; Blouin friendly amendment to strike “for helping them”

POI: Blouin: is this for every student?

Boris: specifically this may and this event is open to all graduating students. I don’t even want to say whether I know that for sure if it is open to every student. A vote of yes is to approve and a vote of no is to not approve the bill.

Roll Call Vote:
25 Yes and 0 No; Approved
BRHR-11-11: “Thank You for Your Service and Dedication”
*Motion to have David Grider read BRHB-11-11 aloud by Capata; seconded by Smatrakeleva; objection by Dunne [roll call]

^POI: Massetti: It is the new tradition is that we read that.

Boris: in the statutes it says that all bills are supposed to be read. If you want it be read you motion. There is an objection. Roll call. A vote of yes is to have the pro-temp read the bill a vote of no is to not have him read it aloud.

Roll Call Vote:
17 yes and 8 No; motion passes
[Grider read brhr1111]
*Motion to amend to add Matthew Owens to the first therefore be it resolved clause and his role and also be added as sponsor by Anastasi; seconded by Capata [others added name as sponsor]
*Motion to approve by Capata; seconded by Rudnick; objection by Dumas to further amend
*Further amend by Dumas 4th whereas for over two years strike comma and bring to after budget committee before and. 8th whereas capitalize May. 2nd page for the therefore be it resolved it should say for all of their services to; seconded by Varela
*Varela; 1st therefore be it resolved to add Boca house before representative Massetti and add Boca Raton campus before governor and before Konecky add FAU student body president; seconded by Wu
*Rudnick; 5th whereas add after FAU pre law change to organization and after on campus add, and one the FAU best organization of the year, and:’ seconded by Massetti

^POI: Dumas: can you read the last amendment in full.

Boris: changing a club to an organization and after on campus and won the best organization of the year award for the year of 2010-2011.
*Dumas: strike the second organization in 5th whereas clause; seconded by Massetti
*Montes 9th whereas clause add vice president Evan Konecky and 1st therefore be it resolved put governors chief of staff; seconded by Wu

^POI: Fritz: in the last therefore be it further resolved clause it is for?
*Motion to approve by Capata; seconded by
*Dumas: Amend for and add “of” in therefore be it resolved clause by Dumas; Capata accepts
Boris: vote of yes is to approve BRHR-11-11 and a vote of no is to not approve BRHB-11-11.

24 yes, 0 no and 1 abstention

OPEN FORUM: NONE

SPECIAL ORDER SPEECHES:
Blouin: Lambda United is doing a gay prom in the grand palm room at 6:30PM to 7pm and also Eric Lupo’s little brother has his junior recital, which is 30 minutes long which you can also attend.
Anastasi: I don’t know what my summer plan is yet. I love you guys and thank you. Also Shane and I have these really cool shirts and if you would like yours decorated I will be in the library, it is open until 9pm. Also don’t leave your pot in the dorm, bring you bike because we have lots of bike racks don’t bring your guns and don’t leave them in the police station and thank you Shackelford.
Dunne: as you guys know you can read them and I was a little disappointed in that we had to have the bills read.

LEGISLATIVE REPORT:
Boris: I the next few weeks we will be continuing the purchases and we are going to be scrambling so as you go forward we will be taking care of all of that and we will be give a couple more weeks and I would like to just take this time to say thank you to all of you. First off about 2 years ago, I think I saw this person as a rival a problem in my way, I have an agenda you have an agenda get out of my way. And a year ago I saw this person as a real obstacle and we began to work together more. So now I am very glad that I am able to call Allison gentry my friend and I hope that she stays

Questions:
Dumas: do you know how much money you have in your projects account?
Boris: I think that depending on the amount in the account the Governor could do something too.
Capata: Are you aware that I am happy that you convinced me to stay?
Boris: I am now aware
Varela: Are you aware that I am happy you convinced her to stay as well?
Boris: I am now aware.
Massetti: I think we are using our money that we need to pay for the name tags?
Boris: to be exact we had about $3,000 dollars less and the name badges are not that expensive.
Grider: Are you aware I know something that is that expensive?
Bishara: Are you aware that I believe you have done an excellent job. I am very pleased to work with you.
Boris: I am very modest, but I am very critical. And the reason why I like having one on ones is because it pisses you off.
Bishara: Are you aware you don’t really piss me off?
Boris: I am trying harder.
Capata: can we have a round of applause for Boris please [applause]
REMINDERS:
Boris: The next house meeting is the 3rd of June 2011 here in the senate chambers at 3:30PM
FINAL ROLL CALL:
  *Absent: Alincy, Arsolino, Becker, Gorry, McCoy, Ortiz, Robinson, and Sosa
ADJOURNMENT:
*Motion to adjourn by Capata; seconded by Varela
5:35PM